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Judgments o f linguistic acceptability constitute an important source o f evidence for theoretical and applied linguistics. but are typically elicited and represented in ways which limit their utility. This paper describes how M.AGNI.I.CIDI: ~;S.I.IM.ATION. a technique used in psychophysics. can be adapted for eliciting acceptability judgments. Magnitude estimation o f linguistic acceptability is shown to solve the measurement scale problems which plague conventional techniques; to provide data which make fine distinctions robustly enough to yield statistically significant results o f linguistic interest; to be usable in aconsistent way by linguistically naive speaker-hearers, and to allow replication across groups of subjects. Methodological pitfalls are discussed and suggestions are offered for new approaches to the analysis and measurement of linguistic acceptability."
INTRODUCTION.
For many linguists, intuitions about the grammaticality of sentences comprise the primary source of evidence for and against their hypotheses. Typically provided by the linguist or by close associates, the intuitions are reported in a variety of terms-acceptable, marginally acceptable, unacceptable, good, terrible. etc.-and coded with such symbols as ?, ", "".
Although this system has supported a research program of considerable accomplishment over several decades, it presents difficulties that are widely, if informally, recognized, and seldom confronted (for exceptions, see Newmeyer 1983: Sorace 1988 Sorace , 1990 . The purpose of this paper is to characterize some of the major difficulties inherent in current methods ofjudging grammaticality and to propose a better way to elicit intuitions.
To do this we will treat judgments about the grammatical status of sentences as psychological evidence, that is, like judgments about other phenomena on which human perception and cognition work. We will discuss the difficulties of eliciting reliable, consistent judgments revealing subjects' true powers of discrimination. Over the last century, psychophysics has dealt with problems surprisingly similar to those presented by linguistic judgments, and we will apply some of the lessons of psychophysics to the present problem. We will show how the customary measurement ofjudged grammaticality loses information and makes it difficult to test hypotheses of current linguistic interest. We attribute these problems to the use of the wrong kind of measurement scale, and we describe what the right kind of scale would be.
In the remainder of the paper we present a technique called MAGNITUDE ESTI-MATION,developed by psychophysicists to make maximal use of subjects' ability to make fine judgments about physical stimuli, and we describe how it can be adapted to the elicitation ofjudgments about the grammaticality of sentences. We show that it is easy to operate informally, that it can support statistically more robust distinctions than more familiar techniques when applied to a question of linguistic interest, and that it elicits judgments that are consistent within and between subjects. Finally we discuss how magnitude estimation may be applied to make better use of our capacity to make judgments about sentences.
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Second, where the linguist acts at the same time as the theoretician and the source of the data (Labov 1970) , results may be subject to bias, however unconscious, towards an outcome concordant with the judge's vested interests. Even judges with no direct knowledge of the field can be biased in another way. by the context in which the judgment is made, and in particular by repeated exposure to sentences of particular kinds (Levelt 1972) . Finally, details of extralinguistic context may have consistent effects on judgments. which may tell us as much about the process of introspection as about linguistic abilities (Carroll et al. 1981 , Nagata 1987a . 1987b . 1988 .
Although these difficulties may obscure the primary data linguists need, we seldom react, as cognitive psychologists would, by attempting to develop methods of minimizing the artifacts. Instead, a 'small is beautiful' principle seems to operate: the empirical damage is limited by dependence on striking rather than exhaustive examples and judgments are made by a small community of subjects who share an agreed definition of acceptability.
Whether or not the small-is-beautiful approach solves the problems of interpretation and of bias remains to be seen. Certainly it does little to mitigate an even greater difficulty, the inherent inadequacy of the measuring instrument used for linguistic acceptability judgments. One symptom of the problem is the fact that symbols used for categorizing example sentences tend to vary in application even within the work of a single author. Consider, for example, the following items drawn from a textbook on G B theory (Haegeman 1991 (.crt~itztinziderte \c'ith. (H:50b, p. 505) j. *"This is rr pen ~t 'ith tzvhic.h ~'riting rzlorrld he jittl. (H:38b, p. 500) Most of these examples are cited in pairs in their original source. In each case we are invited to note that the second member of the pair is less acceptable than the first. If an impression of relative acceptability were the only goal of acceptability judgments, however, the symbol > would always be adequate to express the critical data. By reassembling the original pairings of the examples in 1 , the reader can demonstrate that the implied relative judgments are usually easy to reproduce. The use of the 0-?-*-";': scale (where 0 indicates an acceptable sentence) indicates something more, however. As is normal practice, Haegeman is attempting to indicate the absolute acceptability of these sentences. This is where the problem arises.
Even though absolute acceptability is usually not of primary interest, the 0-'?-*-** scale ought to facilitate building extended linguistic arguments on the basis of acceptability judgments. To deliver this, however, the symbols recording judgments should be capable of consistent application over a few pages of text. Thus, if the scale allowed reasonable representation of both relative and absolute acceptability, then sentences marked with the same symbol should be roughly comparable in acceptability and any sentence marked ;':; ': should be worse than any marked *, which should in turn be worse than any marked '? ,and all of these should be recognizably less acceptable than an unlabelled acceptable sentence. This condition does not appear to hold in 1. Example Ic seems less acceptable than I b, for instance, though both are labelled ?, and lj, marked **, does not seem to be markedly worse than le, marked ".
That this can be true even when we agree with the original relative judgments means that something is amiss with the scale in which they are represented.
The fault is certainly not Haegeman's. It derives instead from the disproportion between the fineness of judgments people can make and the symbol set available for recording them. Each of the symbols in the 0-?-"-** scale appears to cover a range of acceptability levels. That is, if the sentences in I are ranked by acceptability without regard to the grammaticality annotations, and if the annotation scale is adequate, we should find that only four different degrees of acceptability are discriminable. The greater the number of discriminable ranks beyond four, the more information the four-point scale must be hiding from us.
The same argument applies to extended scales like 0-?-??-'?*-;':-** or to the five-point scale often used in empirical studies or indeed to any other scale that predetermines the number of distinctions subjects may use. There is no way of knowing in advance if our sensitivities are limited to a five-way distinction any more than a four-way distinction. It is instructive to illustrate the problem with a five-point numerical scale, which can be used both carefully and to good effect in many domains. In this domain, the relative and the absolute uses of the scale can conflict. Imagine that a sentence Sa and the appreciably less acceptable corresponding sentence Sb might both fall within a carefully defined '3' category. Imagine that Sa and its corresponding Sc differ more than Sa and Sb, but still reside within that part of the range labelled 3 . Neither difference will be recordable on this scale, for all three examples will be coded 3. Nor will there be any legitimate way to report that one difference is perceived to be larger than the other. Now imagine that the a v. b pair for another sentence, Z, differ in acceptability as noticeably as Sa and Sb, but this time the difference genuinely crosses the carefully marked 213 boundary. Now of two equal differences. Sa v. Sb and Za v. Zb, one is lost to view. Of two unequal differences, the smaller, Za v. Zb, can be reported, while the larger, Sa v. Sc, does not register. The only way to get around these difficulties without expanding the scale is to pervert it, that is, to move the boundaries between numbers in order to reflect perceived differences. Thus the first sentence less acceptable than a genuine 3 will be labelled 2 and any subsequent even less acceptable sentence then has to be labelled I. Confusion between genuine or absolute 2 and forced or relative 2 will then arise. In effect, the subject has to choose between being less than informative and being less than consistent.
Working linguists know very well, of course, that each symbol covers a range of judged degrees of acceptability, and that in practice the ranges covered by different symbols will often overlap. Sensibly enough, linguists rely more heavily on the ability of the symbols to express relative acceptability and make less direct use of their dubious relationship to absolute acceptability.
If the field has progressed using limited annotations, can it be important that they tend to lose information subjects might be able to provide? For some time it was arguable that the loss was harmless, because the generalizations of interest were fairly broad. More recently, however, the scale for measuring linguistic acceptability has begun to curtail the utility of the elicited judgments. Consider two examples.
One is well known. It deals with the relative effects of Subjacency and ECP violations (Chomsky 1986 , Rizzi 1990 . To support the proposal that one of these principles is 'stronger' than the other, it is necessary to elicit intuitions about the relative unacceptability of strings that violate them. Subjects niust therefore judge whether a sentence that violates the Subjacency Principle (like 2b and 3b) or a sentence that violates the ECP (like 2c and 3c) is less acceptable.
(2) a. Here it is not necessary to show that all (c) examples are equally undesirable. The hypothesis about the relative importance of Subjacency and ECP does not preclude the possibility that some (a) sentences will be less acceptable than others or that our judgments may be subject to adventitious effects of the lexical, propositional, or pragmatic contents of each set of sentences. Instead it is important to determine whether, despite all these factors, an ECP violation generally reduces perceived acceptability more than a Subjacency violation in whatever sentence structures they may be instantiated. What is needed is a comparable effect of a violation over a number of sentence structures. This is rather more demanding than finding that for every acceptable (a) example, the (c)version is worse than the (b) version. It requires that, for example. 2b should be less acceptable than 2a to roughly the same degree as 3b is worse than 3a, and that each of these reductions in acceptability should be smaller than the one created by the violations in 2c and 3c. In other words, testing the hypothesis requires comparing differences in acceptability.
The difficulty is that we have no obvious way of estimating such differences. Even if it included a different symbol for every sentence, a scale like '?-"-s:;': would not allow us to subtract the acceptability of 2b from the acceptability of 2a and compare the result with the outcome of the parallel operation in 2c and 2a. 3b and 3a, and so forth. Because there is no scale on which the difference between * and ' ? can be represented, the notion comparable effect will not find an easy definition. The five-point scale is a tempting alternative here, because operations like subtracting 2 from 4 would seem to allow the necessary comparisons. As we have just seen, however, it might be impossible to perform the arithmetic accurately without assurance that we had encountered the genuine rather than the relative 2.
A second example is drawn from Sorace 1992 Sorace , 1993a Sorace , 1993b Sorace , 1996 (to which we will return in $5). Here the issue is whether our knowledge of a syntactic generalization is equally secure throughout its domain of application. Sorace proposes that Italian native speakers' knowledge about the restrictions on combinations of auxiliaries and lexical verbs is not equally determinate for all pertinent verbs. Although, for example, speakers of Italian agree that unaccusative verbs select the auxiliary essero 'be' and unergative verbs select uvcrc 'have' (Perlmutter 1978 , Burzio 1986 ), they should not agree to the same extent for all unaccusative and all unergative verbs. For cases toward the core of the system, it is predicted that speakers should very clearly accept the canonical auxiliary and reject the alternative, while for other, more peripheral cases, they should be progressively less definite in their views. In this case. the hypothesis finds at least two natural interpretations. Unfortunately, neither is currently easy to apply.
First, indeterminacy might be reflected in differences between the acceptability of canonical (a) and alternate (b) auxiliaries with particular verbs. The two might differ greatly in acceptability in the case of core examples like those in 4 below or relatively little in peripheral instances like 6. For this approach we once again need to be able to subtract the acceptability of the dispreferred form from the preferred, and as we have seen, the scales in use offer no such facility. The second interpretation is more direct, but even more problematical: indeterminacy might be reflected in the variability of an individual's or a group's judgments, whether from verb to verb at a particular position between core and periphery, from trial to trial on the same verb, or from subject to subject.
For example, judgments on 4b should be more consistent than those on 5b or 6b, even for subjects who are very secure in the belief that all the (b) examples are less acceptable than the corresponding (a) examples.
Yet variability of judgments will be difficult to assess using terms like ?, ", and **. Although we might score each dispreferred example for the number of times it was given each annotation, we will still suffer from the use of a scale that can lose distinctions in apparent acceptablity. Deciding whether results are due to genuine confusion about the status of examples or to an inadequate and confusing set of symbols may be more trouble than it is worth. Using more common measures of variability, like the standard deviation, for instance, is simply out of the question with annotations that preclude simple arithmetic.
To give such examples the serious study they merit, we need a better way of measuring acceptability. In both cases we need a measure of perceived acceptability so sensitive that we can use all the judgments our subjects produce and so structured that we can at least make simple arithmetic estimates of differences in perceptions.
Readers unfamiliar with the history of experimental psychology may feel at this point that we are trying to replace a simple and well-practiced technique with an alternative of unknown and unnecessary complexity. Readers familiar with this history, on the other hand, may recognize the sorts of problems that inspired the development of measurement theory and of a phalanx ofjudgmentelicitation techniques in experimental psychology. The purpose of this paper is to bring to the service of linguistic investigations one such method originally developed by psychophysicists to elicit subjects' impressions of various physical phenomena and subsequently adapted for use with a number of psychosocial domains. With the proper application of this method, many of the difficulties outlined here can be overcome. Insofar as linguistics is a branch of psychology that studies a specialized kind of human perception, it is a sister field to psychophysics, the study of relationships between human sensations and the physical universe. Transfer of techniques is more than appropriate.
A MEASUREMENT SCALE FOR ACCEPTABILITY.
To understand what is at stake here, it will be helpful to recast the problem in terms of the kinds of measurement scales involved. Measurement is often defined as the 'assignment of numbers to things according to rule ' (after Stevens 1946:667) . Four types of scale are commonly distinguished: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio (Stevens 1946) . They are ordered in terms of their formal properties, the kinds of information they use, and, consequently, the kind of mathematical operations that can be performed on the measurements (Stevens 1951; see Michell 1990 for a discussion). Because the scales are effectively ordered in the precision with which they use available information, any type of data will be most adequately measured on the highest applicable scale. Our introductory examples illustrated two claims: first, that the scales on which acceptability has heretofore been measured appear to be too condensed to reflect our intuitions accurately and, second, that whatever their length, these scales are too low in the series either to capture the information that could be made available or to serve the current needs of linguistic theories. We will illustrate this claim as we set out the characteristics of the different sorts of scales.
The simplest measurements are via N O M I N A L SCALES. These are easiest to view as a set of labels assigned according to rule, like apple, hnnrrncr, o/-mnge. Nominal scales have one formal property, the property of equality: if it is meaningful to say of two objects A and B that they are either equal or not equal with respect to some attribute or property, then that attribute or property can be measured on a nominal scale. Items measured on a nominal scale can be categorized but not ordered in any way. No mathematical operations can be performed on these measures other than counting the items in each category and comparing the totals.
Some kinds of data may be perfectly well measured via a nominal scale. The fruit example is typical. There is no inherent order among the apple, banana, and orange categories. There are no intermediate cases. There is no notion like 'average fruit' which we are prevented from expressing because we cannot add apples and oranges or divide by bananas. In many views, grammatical and ungrammatical form an exhaustive nominal scale. This scale will not measure relative ungrammaticality, however, because points intermediate between the two categories will be as impossible to reflect as fruits that are a bit more apple than banana. Even if a nominal scale were expanded to include a doubtful category, it would not order this category between grammatical and ungrammatical any more than it could order pears between apples and bananas.
Once order is introduced, the scale is an O R D I N A L SCALE. These have two formal properties: equivalence and order. If two objects are the same with respect to a particular property, while each has more of that property than a third, then the property we are dealing with can be measured on an ordinal scale. An ordinal scale rank orders scale points but makes no commitment to any other kind of difference between them. If we were to put ordinal scale points on one axis of a graph, we would have to assume that the axis was elastic, for the distance between successive points is both unknown and undependable. For this reason, we can count the number of items at each rank or groups of ranks, but we would have difficulty performing arithmetic across them.
In 6 1 we suggested that the system of symbols (0, '?, *, ;' :;' :} comprises such a scale: each member indicates less acceptability than the previous one. We showed, however, that this scale is often applied in such a way as to violate both the equivalence and the order conditions. Even if the scale were appropriately applied, the mathematical limitations of ordinal scales, not to mention the nonnumerical symbols used to measure acceptability, would stand in the way of testing linguistic hypotheses dependent on notions like 'comparable difference'. The difference between successive ranks, 0 and ?, for example, is not only an odd concept, but also one that cannot be predicted to be equal to another successive-ranks difference, * and ;':;':, or less than a nonsuccessive difference, ? and **.
INTERVAL SCALES allow us to measure difference. To equality and order, interval scales add regular difference between successive pairs of measurements.
A property is measurable on an interval scale if we can meaningfully compare the differences between pairs of objects with respect to that property. Once we can do this, various useful mathematical operations become available. Skirt length in inches below the knee is an interval scale: a skirt 2 inches below the knee is longer than one I inch below the knee by as much as a skirt 4 inches below is than another 3 inches below. Because interval scales have measurement points at equal intervals, they support subtraction.
It may seem strange to think of linguistic acceptability as an interval scale, but we contend that only historical accident and the basic nature of early linguistic hypotheses originally led to the use of nominal and ordinal scales of measurement rather than interval. Once it is proposed, as the ECPlSubjacency discussion does, that we can reliably judge the difference in acceptability between one principle-respecting sentence and its principle-violating mate as greater than the corresponding difference for a pair respecting and violating another principle, then linguistic theory has outgrown simpler measurement scales.
If interval scales can be applied, our analytic tools multiply. Although there are descriptive and inferential statistics for nominal and ordinal scales, much greater variety is available for interval data.' So long as judgments actually take on the necessary characteristics, we should be able to pursue the psycholinguistics of intuitions in detail comparable to what is available in other branches of perceptual and cognitive psychology.
More informative still are RATIO SCALES. A property is measurable on a ratio scale if it satisfies the criteria for an interval scale and the additional condition that the ratios between measurements can be discovered. To make this possible, the distance of each item from a common 0-point must be known. For skirt lengths, measurement from the knee gives interval measurement of the differences between lengths, but will not allow us to say that one skirt is 1.5 times as long as another. To do this we need to measure the skirts from their waistband origin, so that we can determine that one skirt is 33 inches long and the other 22 inches long from waist to hem.
It may stretch the imagination to suppose that ratio scale measurement is appropriate forjudgments of acceptability. If the principled arguments are less compelling here than in the case of interval scales, principally because it is unclear what a string with 0 acceptability would be like, the two scales are linked by a judgment elicitation technique called MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION: providing that subjects' abilities are as great as we have supposed, attempts to say which sentence is 1.5 times as acceptable as another, and which .6 times as acceptable, and so forth, can at least give us the interval scales that we need.
MAGNITUDE ESTABLISHING T H E SUBJECTS'
Magnitude ESTIMATION:
SCALE. estimation was developed to provide better than ordinal scales for measuring impressions of physical continua (Stevens 1956) . As originally applied to the direct estimation of brightness or loudness, magnitude estimation in its simplest There is considerable disagreement about the use of parametric statistics with ordinal measurement. For discussions. see Gaito 1980 , Townsend & Ashby 1984 , Michell 1986 version requires the subject to associate a numerical judgment with a physical stimulus (see Stevens 1975 for a review). Once the initial stimulus, or modulus, is presented and a number associated with it by experimenter or subject, the subject assigns to each successive stimulus a number reflecting the relationship between that stimulus and the modulus. Subjects are explicitly instructed to reflect perceived ratios in their judgments: a stimulus that appears to be 10 times as bright as the first is to be given a number I0 times the original number; one that seems one-third as bright is given a number one third the size. However bizarre they may find the task at first, normal adults can reliably perform it for a large number of physical continua.
Magnitude estimation fills exactly the needs which we have been discussing. First, it does not restrict the number of values which can be used to measure the property of interest. Subjects decide whether each stimulus should be assigned the same number as another stimulus or a different number, and they have complete freedom about which of the infinite set of numbers to use. Accordingly both the range of responses and the distribution of individual responses within that range are informative. Second, because ratio-scale judgments subsume an interval scale, it is possible to subtract the number assigned to one stimulus from the number given to another and produce meaningful differences which directly reflect differences in impressions. By the same token it is also possible to calculate the mean and the variance for multiple judgments on a particular type of stimulus.
Most important for psychophysics, magnitude estimation provides measurements of impressions on a numerical scale which can be plotted against the objective measure of the physical stimuli giving rise to the impressions. As a result, psychophysical relationships can be viewed as a set of mathematical functions. Although there is dispute about the generality of the finding (see Poulton 1986 Poulton , 1989 for a critique), when the subject's estimates of magnitude (or group geometric mean estimates or medians) are plotted in log-log coordinates against the physical dimension, the points tend to follow a straight line with a slope characteristic of the physical property being assessed. The straight line in log-log coordinates means that equal ratios on the physical dimension give rise to equal ratios ofjudgments. In judgments of brightness, for example, every time the stimulus energy doubles, the subjective brightness becomes 1.5 times larger. In judgments of line length, on the other hand, the function is steeper: doubling physical line length doubles subjective line length as well. The characteristic relationship is reflected in the value of this slope, called h or B.'
Psychophysical relationships of this kind are expressed in the form of equations called power laws with the alternative forms below (Stevens 1957) :
Here d~ is the subjective magnitude of the stimulus, R is the response estimating that magnitude, S is the physical magnitude of the stimulus itself. X is a constant, and h is the exponent that is characteristic of the S (Lodge 1981: 13) . In its log form, h gives the slope of the straight line function in log-log coordinates and log k the intercept. Thus, the variable h is what characterizes a sensory domain: in brightness estimation, as we indicated. h is .5, while in line-length estimation it is 1.0.
THECASE FOR MAGNITUDE ESTIMATION OF LINGUISTIC ACCEPTABILITY.
MAGNITUDE LINGUISTICINTUITIONS. Magnitude estima-
ESTIMATION FOR tion has often been applied to linguistic stimuli with properties for which some objective interval scale is available: speech rate (Grosjean 1977 , Grosjean & Lass 1977 , Green 1987 , vowel roughness (Toner & Emanuel 1989), similarity of syllables from different languages (Takefuta et al. 1986 ), quality of synthesized speech (Pavlovic et al. 1990) , and speech intelligibility (Fucci et al. 1990 ). Acceptability differs qualitatively from these examples, however. Unlike apparent vowel roughness, which can be plotted against amplitude of aperiodic energy, linguistic acceptability has no obvious physical continuum to compare with the subjects' impressions. In theory, it is the predictions of the grammar that should replace objective physical descriptions here: psycholinguistic and psychophysical relationships should be analogous. They are not, because linguistic theory does not make predictions in the same measurement scales as physics does. Even though we need interval scales to test linguistic theories, the theories themselves do not predict precise intervals. At best, the kinds of predictions we have been describing deal in orders of results: they predict, for example, that one error should be worse than another but not how much worse or how absolutely bad. So although we could select a pair of stimuli for a typical psychophysical experiment in such a way that one is twice as bright as the other, or twice as long, or twice as red, we cannot find a sentence that linguistic theory designates as twice as grammatical as some other.
In psychophysics, the utility of magnitude estimation is demonstrated when an orderly psychophysical function emerges. Without a suitable 'physical' scale for acceptability, we are unable to make such a simple argument here. Instead, we have had to take a multipronged approach to discovering whether magnitude estimation can serve the needs of linguistics.
First, in 94.2, we demonstrate that the technique is easy to apply informally with naive or experienced judges and that it produces data with a prima facie resemblance to familiar acceptability judgments. Second, in 85, we demonstrate the ability of magnitude estimation to reveal distinctions of linguistic interest in a statistically robust way. To do this we summarize selected results from a large-scale study (Sorace 1992) which elicited the views of native and nonnative speakers of Italian. Third, we address the issue of the missing axis. We have borrowed an extension of magnitude estimation, called CROSS-MODALITY MATCHING, which also originated in psychophysics (J. C. Stevens et al. 1960) but which is widely used in studies of psychosocial domains where the physical axis is missing (see Dawson 1974 and Lodge 1981 for reviews). It validates magnitude estimation not with reference to a physical continuum, but in terms of self-consistency. Section 6 reports a successful validation study of this kind. Finally, we turn to straightforward replication to show that magnitude estimation results will generalize across subjects. Section 7 shows that our subjects in the validation study (96) replicated the results reported by Sorace ( $ 5 ) .
AN ILLUSTRATION.
This study was designed in the manner of a prepilot, an exercise to catch difficulties and reveal whether the technique or the materi-als were worth continued study. Compared to the larger scale studies we have done, this one is something of a classroom exercise. We offer it here because if magnitude estimation comes to be used regularly by linguists, it is most likely to be applied in this relaxed fashion without large groups of subjects, major training, or complicated apparatus. The study shows how readily the technique can be applied, both to linguists and to naive adult native speakers of English. We have used a set of materials based on the items in 1 to offer further comments on our discussion in § 1.2.
Although it is not necessary to allow subjects extensive practice with physical magnitude estimation, we used both line and sentence stimuli in this study. For both, the initial stimulus, the modulus, was from the middle of the range of stimuli. The 12 horizontal lines ranged in length from 2mm to 98mm. Each line was displayed horizontally in the middle of a separate page of a small booklet. The lines were used to illustrate the method of magnitude estimation, under the supposition that our subjects would find length estimation easy to understand. The linguistic materials, also displayed one per page, were the 16 sentences below in the order given. We include their original grammaticalityt acceptability markings, and their page and number references in Haegeman 1991 for convenience here, though these were not offered to subjects. Some comments on the set of materials are in order. Most of the sentences were taken directly from Haegeman. Several (7j ( = 35a1), 7p ( = 35b'), and 7c ( = 53bf)) were alternative lexicalizations. They were composed to help subjects arrive at the interpretation intended by Haegeman in the absence of explicit instructions as to how sentences should be construed. To invite particular interpretations in materials for psycholinguistic experiments which do not allow stage directions for each example (see Trueswell & Tanenhaus 1991 for examples), lexical content of examples is often manipulated. Here, item 7g, Haegeman's original example 53b, allows the interpretation that when originates in the IP containing announce, though it is intended to represent a sentence in which when is an adjunct from the IP containing steal. Example 7c uses a verb in the upper IP which is harder to construe with when. Examples 7j and 7p are analogues of Haegeman's 35a and 35b (the latter reproduced in 7k) which seemed easier to judge as Haegeman intended, perhaps because they contain less common sequences buy the X to please ti and buy the car to drive tj instead of the more common go to X to visit ti and go to X to work ti. One of the uses of a prepilot is to check the efficacy of such alternate lexicalizations.
In all, we tested four undergraduate anatomy students, none of whom had ever judged acceptability before, and nine experienced linguists. Because so few inexperienced subjects were readily available, we selected the four most experienced linguists as a comparison group. Data from a fifth linguist are examined separately because her use of the scale was unique in this group. We tested subjects in groups in their own departments during a coffee break. We asked all subjects to assign a number to the first line to represent its length and then assign a number to each subsequent line to reflect its length relative to the first, doubling the first number if the second appeared twice as long, dividing it in three if it seemed a third as long. After they had judged the lines, we asked subjects to make analogous numerical estimates of the acceptability of the sentences, again judging each subsequent example relative to the first. We told subjects to judge acceptability of construction rather than meaning, assigning higher numbers to better sentences and lower numbers to worse. We reminded them that there is no limit to the set of positive numbers, that fractions are legitimate numbers, and that all multiples and fractions of any positive number assigned to the modulus would have to be greater than zero.4 Table 1 shows summary figures for each subject. Much of our argument thus far depends on the possibility that more degrees of acceptability are distinguishable than the usual symbolic scale reflects. The table shows that all the subjects used more than 4 different numbers to express their acceptability judgments. Without further validation, this limited set of data cannot be conclusive, but, compared to more restricted responses, it encourages the belief that subjects genuinely find more than four different levels of acceptability respresented in the stimuli. The table also shows that subjects used a wide range of numerical estimates, a result consistent with the view that these sentences represented very different degrees of acceptability. The ratio of the largest to the smallest estimated magnitude for a subject, what we call the maximin ratio, varied from 5 to 500.
Finally, a cursory glance at the table shows that although subjects chose quite different moduli, there is no obvious relationship between the modulus and the maximin ratio. There is always some worry that numerical estimates may be distorted by subjects' unwillingness to use large numbers or to calculate Full instructions are available from the authors on request. estimates to several decimal places in small ones.' These results indicate no major effects of this kind. Characteristics of magnitude estimates can be highlighted by comparing a subject who appeared to follow the instructions, Linguist A ( Fig. 1) with the unusual subject, Linguist E, who effectively rejected magnitude estimation, using only the integers of a five-point scale, and telling us subsequently that she could not imagine acceptability being judged in any other way. Although subjects may not be the best judges of their behavior in these tasks, this one seems to have been correct. Note that both linguists put the acceptable sentences 7b and 70 at the top of their respective ranges and sentences originally marked * or ** at the bottom, so we can suppose that both were assigning larger numbers to better sentences. But note also that neither follows the implications of the original classifications on 0-?-*-** scale, for neither maintains a discrete range of numbers for all the items originally marked with a given symbol.
Several dissimilarities are clear. The first, unsurprisingly, is the number of values used: Linguist A used more different values in attempting to estimate the acceptability of the 16 stimuli than Linguist E and, accordingly, produced fewer ties. Second, Linguist A not only produced different estimates of acceptability for items directly compared in Haegeman's original presentation (for example, 7h v. 7m, 7a v. 7e, 71 v. 7n) but also produced differences of different sizes: 7h and 7m show a small difference in estimated acceptability while the It is well known that departures from linearity often occur at the lower end of the psychophysical scales where a preference for integer responses raises estimates that ought to be less than 1.00 to 1.00, since, as the informants have been told, they must not be 0. Though the integer bias may work over the whole range of responses, it produces most distortion at the lower end, where smaller numerical differences represent larger proportional differences. To avoid this problem. researchers often choose a modulus in the middle of the testable range, in the hope that it will inspire a conveniently large intial estimate. It is also customary to advise subjects to assign the modulus a number that is easy to work with in multiplication or division. Although in the last analysis subjects will do what they please. most have the sense not to start with values like 0.73. 7n *This is a paper that we need someone we can intimidate with.
0.0 7d **When do you know the man whom Mary invited?
7f *Whom do you kno* the date when Mary invited? -0.2 differences between 7a and 7e and between 71 and 7n are larger. If these results are reliable, Linguist A may be expressing an intuition that there is no uniform relationship between the effect of subjacency violations and the effect of ECP violations. Linguist E , on the other hand, produced the kind of pattern used to exemplify the problems with short scales. She rated 71 more acceptable than 7n, making a distinction only where Linguist A had recorded a large difference. Linguist A's equally large difference for 7a v. 7e corresponds to E's tie, as does A's smaller difference between 7h and 7m. As we suggested earlier, it is not clear whether E reports fewer perceived differences because fewer are perceptible or simply because fewer are reportable.
For other results we turn to Figures lc and Id, which average respectively over the estimates of Anatomists A-D and of Linguists A-D. Again both groups put the unexceptionable sentences at the top of their ranges and an unacceptable sentence at the bottom. Both fail to reserve distinct ranges for items given different symbols in the 0-?-*-** scale.
The averaged results suggest that our alternate lexicalizations may be useful. For example, the four linguists found 7i, Haegeman's 53a (an object extraction without a subjacency violation) less acceptable than 7g, (Haegeman's 53b, which violates ECP under the intended construal), but more acceptable than the alternate lexicalization of the ECP violation, 7c, which discouraged the unintended construal of the adjunct when. They also found 7p worse than its alternate lexicalization 7k (both committing weak subjacency and ECP violations), though this time both were less acceptable than 7j. If subjects' assessments are to be relied on, then developing suitable versions of sentence types, and even averaging over different lexicalizations may prove necessary.
For insight into the effects of experience, refer to Table 1 and Figs. l c and Id. We noted that none of the anatomy students balked at magnitude estimating acceptability or produced results that were radically out of line with the linguists'. Although the groups did disagree on the relative acceptability of some items, especially in the case of those (b) examples with more acceptable competing interpretations, results were substantially alike: linguists' and anatomists' geometric means, using the average of estimates over any alternate lexicalizations, show a strong positive correlation ( r = .81, p < .001).
ROBUSTNESS AND DELICACY.
What we have just described is a mere exercise. To show substantial and replicable effects, it is often necessary to invest in larger scale studies. Sorace (1992 Sorace ( , 1993 has successfully used magnitude estimation to test her hypotheses with respect to the use and acquisition of the Italian auxiliaries avere 'have' and essere 'be' and their syntactic and semantic properties. Our purpose in citing this work here is limited in two ways. First, we still cannot plot a psychophysical function, for we still have a single axis, the judgments themselves, to examine. All we can do is test the statistical robustness of the differences among judgments for different classes of verbs. Second, we do not attempt to defend or even relate the full set of linguistic arguments to which Sorace recruits these results. Not only are those claims too broad in scope for the present paper, but making such claims without inde-pendently establishing the reliability of the technique would bend our argument into a neat circle. Instead we cite examples from Sorace's data to show that magnitude estimation compares well with more familiar techniques in revealing delicacy of judgment and in supporting robust statistical effects.
Briefly summarized, Sorace's position is that a purely syntactic account of unaccusativity is insufficient to capture the systematic variation exhibited in the use of Italian auxiliary verbs. Instead, she suggests that the unmarked selection of essere with unaccusatives and of avere with unergatives in compound tenses is sensitive not only to a hierarchy of syntactic configurations (as assumed by the Government-Binding version of the Unaccusativity Hypothesis) but also to lexical-semantic hierarchies that subdivide the range of unaccusative and unergative verbs along gradable dimensions such as CONCRETE~ABSTRACT,
D Y N A M I C~S T A T I C , and T E L I C~A T E L I C ,
referring to the type of event denoted by the verb. These hierarchies distinguish core or prototypical types of verbs from peripheral ones, and therefore account for the well-recognized fact that some verbs are 'more unaccusative' than others, that is, they behave more naturally in particular diagnostics of unaccusativity (cf. Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1994 , 1995 .6 Conversely, auxiliary selection in syntactically marked 'restructuring' constructions (Rizzi 1982 , Burzio 1986 ) induced by certain Raising and Control verbs rests exclusively on the unaccusative syntactic configuration. Sorace predicted that the interaction between syntactic and semantic constraints would give rise to systematic variability in native speakers' linguistic intuitions, manifested in consistent and determinate acceptability judgments on core types of verbs, and variable and indeterminate judgments on peripheral types of verbs. Moreover, if the terms core and periphery have any general meaning, then learners of Italian as a foreign language should acquire the distinction starting from the core verbs. It follows from this view that advanced learners of Italian, even those who make no production errors in the language and share many intuitions with native speakers, will have their less nativelike intuitions in the periphery of the system, where native speaker judgments are most indeterminate.
The study we cite here belonged to a set of three subexperiments, each defined by materials making a pertinent linguistic contrast, distinguishing (a) unergative from unaccusative verbs by means of ne cliticization; (b) different lexicalsemantic types of unergative and unaccusative verbs; (c) syntactically marked restructuring phenomena (optional 'transmission' of auxiliary essere from an embedded to a matrix verb; obligatory auxiliary change from avere to essere under Clitic-Climbing; ungrammaticality of clefting in restructured constructions). For purposes of exemplification, we will restrict ourselves to the results 'Sorace (1996) argues that the lexical-semantic representations identified by the hierarchies belong to a potentially universal 'semantic space'. What varies from language to language is the mapping of these representations onto positions in argument structure. which in turn determine the unaccusative or unergative syntactic status of a verb. Linking rules, which govern the assignment of lexical-semantic categories onto argument structure positions, are the main locus of cross-linguistic variation within this account. of the unaccusative subexperiment. Here the prediction was that (a) paired unaccusatives, which have a transitive alternant, would be less unacceptable when conjugated with avere than unpaired unaccusatives, and (b) within the category of unpaired unaccusatives, motion verbs would be perceived as more core essere cases than verbs denoting the continuation or the existence of a state.
These materials were assessed via several techniques by 36 native speakers of Italian and by non-native learners of the language at various levels of proficiency.'The results of the experiments were largely consistent with the predictions. To a conventional level of significance, the judgments of native Italians were sensitive to lexical-semantic hierarchies of unaccusative and unergative verbs: judgments on both auxiliary selection and ne cliticization were more consistent and determinate for core verbs than for peripheral verbs. Among learners, auxiliary selection was acquired earlier with core verbs than with peripheral verbs. Figure 2 indicates the kinds of discriminations the technique revealed. It shows subjects' strength of preference for the grammatical auxiliary (essere) over the ungrammatical (avere)with different subclasses of unaccusative verbs.
The first thing to notice about this graph is the dependent variable described on the vertical axis: the strength of preference for one form over another. Sorace made use of the interval scale measurement present in magnitude estimates by subtracting the log of a subject's estimate for the acceptability of the dispreferred avere version of a given sentence from the log of his or her estimate for the preferred essere version of the same sentence. Strength of preference can be assessed in this way even for sentences neverjuxtaposed for direct comparison. Figure 2 portrays the arithmetic mean of these between-auxiliary differences averaged over a group of subjects and a group of grammatically equivalent sentences. Logs are used both to keep the scale manageable in the presence of the very large numbers some subjects used and also to provide a straightforward way of dealing with judgments of proportions: when exponentiated, the difference between log estimates provides the ratio of the acceptability of the two versions of the sentence.
The second thing to note here is that verb subclasses are arranged along the horizontal axis with core unaccusatives, change-of-location verbs (as in 4) on the left, followed by increasingly peripheral subclasses as we move rightwards. Continuation and existence-of-state verbs are exemplified in examples 5 and 6 above, while 8 and 9 below illustrate unaccusative verbs with transitive and unergative alternants respectively. The reader should recall that it is not possible to space the verb categories along the abscissa of this graph according to the predictions of a linguistic theory that comments only on their order. For this reason, Sorace could not indulge in the kind of statistics psychophysicists use and which we shall attempt to return to in 06. The closest we can come to the kinds of correlations discussed elsewhere in this paper is correlate rankings of all thejudgments to the rankings of all the categories.
The figures represented by the patterned columns are means, however. The spread around each, represented by error bars, can be considerable. Sorace used Analysis of Variance, which treats verb category as a nominal scale, to establish that variation between verb categories exceeded variation within them. Either considering the behavior of individual subjects or considering the responses to individual sentences, the intercategory variation is greater than intracategory to a degree that is unlikely to be the result of chance responding.
To see how the effects of verb category work in detail, we can examine the results for different groups of judges, shown with least advanced learners on the left of each group of patterned bars and native speakers on the right. As Sorace predicted, the increasing length of bars within verb categories shows that intuitions about the unaccusativity hierarchy become more determinate with increasing proficiency. In fact, by Tukey test, a sequel to ANOVA, the English beginner and intermediate groups show only a single significant difference each: between the mean for the core verb type (change of location) and the mean for the verb type hypothesized to be the most peripheral (unergative alternant). Sensitivity to the unaccusativity hierarchy is more clearly evident in the judgments of native speakers of Italian, of near-native speakers, and of advanced learners: their mean preference scores for core verbs are significantly different from their scores for each of the three most peripheral verbs (existence of state, transitive alternant, unergative alternant).
Compared to the examples in 7, which involved major differences in type and location of constituent, the sentences of the unaccusative study, like 8a and 8b, differed minimally. Yet in Sorace's studies, both native and non-native speakers not only produced significant effects, but also judged acceptability via magnitude estimation with at least as much delicacy as they did via a rankordering task. For instance magnitude estimation judgments-but not rank ordering responses-distinguished natives from near-natives whose speech and writing were virtually undistinguishable from natives': near-natives produced variable judgments about some sentences which elicited determinate judgments in native speakers. Even with modest differences in materials, magnitude estimation appears to be the tool of choice for distinguishing among subject groups.
VALIDATION STUDIES.
CROSS-MODALITY
Validation is the process of establishing MATCHING. that a response measure reflects what it is supposed to reflect. With no continuous measure of the stimulus to plot against subjects' impressions, we might be at a loss to determine what it is that controls magnitude estimates of acceptability (Stevens 1966) . Linguistics shares this difficulty with the social sciences, which have nonetheless made good use of magnitude estimation in providing interval scale judgments of such diverse properties as prestige of occupations (Kuennapas & Wikstroem 1963 , Dawson & Brinker 1971 , support for political policies (Lodge et al. 1976) , moral judgments (Ekman 1962) , and the stressfulness of events (Zautra et al. 1986 ; see Lodge 1981 for a more extensive list). In each case, as in the study by Sorace discussed above, the estimates for different stimuli have proved informative in their own right.
To solve this problem, social psychologists have borrowed the CROSS-MODAL-ITY MATCHING technique from psychophysics. In the psychophysical version of cross-modality matching, subjects use one sensory modality to estimate magnitudes presented in another. For example, brightness might be estimated by adjusting the length of a line to correspond to the perceived brightness of a light. If the subject thinks that the second light stimulus is twice as bright as the first, she or he draws a line that appears twice as long as the line drawn (however arbitrarily) to represent the brightness of the first stimulus. Two psychophysical functions contribute to the results, the function for brightness perception and the function for line-length perception. The plot of judgment (log of line length) against stimulus (log light energy) is characterized by a straight line, representing a power function with a predictable slope in log-log coordinates. If subjects are using their abilities to judge brightness and line length normally in this unusual situation, then the slope of the cross-modal function should be equal to the characteristic slope for numerical magnitude estimation of the stimulus (for example, .5 for estimated brightness of a point source) divided by the characteristic slope for numerical magnitude estimation of the response (1 for line-length e~t i m a t i o n ) .~
The psychosocial application of cross-modality matching makes use of this regularity. When two familiar modalities are used to express judgments of dimensions which have no objective physical points of comparison (Cross 1974 , Hamblin 1974 , Stevens 1969 , 1975 , Lodge et al. 1976 , Lodge 1981 , the crossmodality plot of judgments against judgments will still approximate to the predicted slope, that is, to the ratio of the two psychophysical slopes, as long as subjects are able to use the modalities to estimate the new continuum consistently. Thus the appearance of the expected line in a cross-modality plot becomes a test of validity of judgments.
As usually applied, the cross-modality technique has two phases. The CALI-BRATION PHASE is cross-modality matching in the psychophysical sense, with each modality used to judge stimuli in the other. The proportions holding among stimuli in each modality are the same: subjects are judging the same proportions in two ways. This phase helps familiarize subjects with the concept of proportionality, which underlies the technique of magnitude estimation, and is used
The reasoning runs as follows. In the cross-modality experiment, there is an appropriate psychophysical function (i) for the stimulus modality and (ii) for the response modality: (i) log R I = log a1 + bl log S I (~i )log R2 = log a? + b2 log S2
Here, R I and R2 represent the responses for the two modalities and Sl and Sr represent the stimuli. In the case cited, the subject is attending to S I , a bright light stimulus, and matching to it S r , a line stimulus. In effect, Sr is made to equal S I ,at least insofar as each will have exactly the same relationship with all the other members of their respective series. Since Sl = S r , we can derive the following equation by substitution:
(iii) (log R I -log a1 )1b1 = ( l o g Rr -log ar)lbr From which it follows that (iv) log R I = ( l o g a1 -blIb2 log 0 2 ) + b11hr log Rz Hence the slope of the cross-modal function is hl/h2. to assess subjects' basic self-consistency in well-understood domains. That is, this exercise should produce a cross-modality (psycho-psychological rather than psychophysical) plot with the slope predicted from classical psychophysics. In the VALIDATION PHASE the same two modalities are used to judge a single set of nonmetric stimuli, in our case, to judge the acceptability of the same sentence types. The question is whether they act as if they are judging the same proportions in two ways. If they are, whatever slope the cross-modal plot had in the calibration phase, it should have here.
Cross-modality matching does not invent the linguistic scale of a psycholinguistic plot. On the other hand it does go some way toward confirming that, however unprincipled it seems to them, the spacing ofjudgments by our subjects is no matter of whim, but a reflection of intuitions on which they can draw repeatedly. Lodge 1981 gives a complete and clear account of the experimental and statistical procedures required to test the hypothesis that subjects' estimates are operating in the same way on the physical and the 'social' stimuli. Here we offer only an abbreviated report of a pair of studies following Lodge's procedures (for afull description, see Bard et al. 1994) , to support our claim that the magnitude estimation technique elicits consistent expressions of opinion.
CROSS-MODALITY MATCHING OF ACCEPTABILITY JUDGMENTS.
6.2.1. METHOD. Each of our two studies used a separate group of 32 young adult native speakers of Italian, all residents of Italy and all visiting Edinburgh for a brief course in English. They included professional working people, university students and teachers. None were linguistics students and none had participated in any of the other studies described here.
CALIBRATION
TO introduce the calibration phase, we demonstrated PHASE.
the notion of simple proportion and allowed subjects some initial practice with judging one of two physical continua. Subjects then performed two psychophysical magnitude estimation tasks that normal adults are known to execute accurately. They gave numerical magnitude estimates of the lengths of 48 horizontal lines where those lengths were distributed more or less evenly over the width of a PC screen. They also used lines to express magnitude estimates of the size of 48 numbers, matched pairwise to the line stimuli so that both represented the same set of ratios. For example, the ratio of largest to smallest stimulus was 17.5 in both sets. Because judgments in each dimension were expressed by manipulations of the other, subjects were always using their feel for both number and length. All that differed was which dimension was stimulus and which was response modality.
VALIDATION PHASE. When they had finished judging numbers and line lengths, we showed subjects that linguistic acceptability could be assessed in the same way, giving them examples of more and less acceptable sentences and allowing them to practice on sentences which varied considerably in acceptability and in source of unacceptability." The first group of subjects received no explicit 'O Copies and, where appropriate, translations of the materials will be found in Bard et al. 1994 . (Sorace 1992, and Robertson, Sorace, and Bard 1993) .
instructions as to what numbers they should use in their numerical estimates. The second group was asked not to restrict their responses to the 10-point academic marking scale used in Italy. There were no other differences between the methods for the two studies. The linguistic materials in this phase of the studies were 192 Italian sentences presented visually. All were drawn from the materials devised by Sorace (1992) . These covered three subexperiments on factors controlling auxiliary choice in Italian: the Unaccusative subexperiment discussed in 05 above, an Unergative subexperiment, and a Restructuring subexperiment. Table 2 outlines the three subdesigns.
Each subexperiment had its own factorial design: each alternative value of each variable was combined with each value of every other, producing 48 basic item types, half using essere, half avere. Half of the 48 should be fully grammatical, the other half ungrammatical with varying levels of unacceptability. To make it possible to separate the effect of a syntactic manipulation from the effect of the particular lexical items in a sentence, 4 distinct lexicalizations were devised for each item type. For example, the 4 unergative [+motional], basic, avere lexicalizations were:
(10) a. Maria ha nuotato tutti i giorni quest'estate. 'Maria swam every day this summer.' b. Mia zia ha viaggiato molto da giovane.
'My aunt traveled a lot when she was young.' c. Carla ha passeggiato nel parco per un'ora.
'Carla strolled in the park for an hour.' d. Paola ha camminato in campagna per tre ore.
'Paola walked in the countryside for three hours.' 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 log line length magnitude estimate The resulting 192 sentences were divided into four groups, each containing one lexicalization from each of the 48 original types. Each subject encountered two groups of sentences, judging one via line lengths and the other via numerical estimates on their first presentation, and then reversing the combination of item and modality in a second session three or four days later. Each sentence was judged by 16 subjects per study. Each study represented all of the materials with the same counter-balancing for first combination of lexicalization and magnitude estimation technique, the order of techniques in the first session, and the ordering change between sessions. To free averaged results from orderbased bias (Levelt 1972) , 8 different random orders of sentences were used.
In all three subexperiments, Sorace's subjects had performed according to predictions based on the general stance set out in 55." Our immediate purpose here was not to retest Sorace's hypotheses, but to allow the new subjects to 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 log line length estimate judge materials that should differ markedly in acceptability. In the validation study, therefore, we did not subdivide the linguistic materials in any way. Figures 3 and 4 show that our subjects, like other people who have contributed to psychophysical experiments, can estimate line length and numerical magnitude, and that exchanging response and stimulus modalities did not interfere with their ability to make such judgments. The figures show the averaged log judgments of length and numerical magnitude plotted against each other, Fig. 3 for the first group, Fig. 4 for the second. In both studies, because the correlations between line length and numerical estimates of the same ratios were effectively perfect ( r = 1. OO in Study 1 and 0.99 in Study 2), the points cluster around a straight line.
RESULTS. CALIBRATION.
Were our subjects good, self-consistent judges of length and number? The slopes of these lines tell us that they are quite good, but not perfectly selfconsistent. Because both the psychophysical functions on which these plots are based should have slopes of 1 in the coordinates used here, the cross-modal plots in these figures should approach a regression line with a slope of 111 or 1. Our first group was conservative in their use of measurements, however, particularly in their use of numbers to estimate line lengths: the ratio of the largest to the smallest numerical estimate was only 14.25, though the ratio of 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 log line length magnitude estimate Table 1 ; solid line = observed regression line, B = 0.67; broken lines = 95% confidence intervals for population P.) largest to smallest true length was 17.5. Nonetheless, the cross-modal plot in Figure 3 shows a slope of 0.96, a value close to the ratio of the two actual psychophysical slopes (0.98), as it should be, and close to the usual 'theoretical' slope of 1. l 2 In the second study, subjects were even less dependable on length and number. The regression line in Fig. 4 has a slope of 0.88, significantly shallower than the predicted value of 1.00, because these subjects slightly underestimated numbers via line lengths (maxlmin ratio 15), but overestimated lengths via numbers (maxlmin ratio 23). The difference between the two studies shows the kind of variation we should expect to find in ability or interpretation of a constant set of instructions. Figures 5 and 6 show the cross-modal plot for estimates of the acceptability of the same sentences expressed by the same subjects in the form of line lengths and numbers. As in Figs. 3 and 4 , the figures include only averaged logs of estimates. Both cross-modal plots show nearly perfect correlations l 2 This cross-modal slope is based on an errors-in-both-variables regression model (Cross 1974 , Lodge 1981 which minimizes the perpendicular distances from plot points to the regression line (see also Cross 1982) . We use 'close to' here as an informal paraphrase of 'contains within its 95% confidence limits', that is, this is a likely outcome of sampling from a population similar to the one characterized by the theoretical value. across modalities: subjects were self-consistent when rejudging the same sentences via different magnitude estimation modalities, just as they had been when rejudging the same physical and numerical proportions in the calibration phase. The slopes of the lines along which the judgments cluster differ between studies, however.
VALIDATION.
Were our subjects good and consistent judges of acceptability? The subjects in study 1 were not: the shallow slope ( B = .67) in Fig. 5 falls far short of what  theory or the calibration results predict (between 0.96 and 1.00) . In study 1 , where no explicit instructions were given about avoiding familiar numerical scales, subjects gave more restricted estimates of acceptability ratios when responding in numbers than when responding via lines: the ratio of the highest to the lowest geometric means is only 3.71 for numerical responses, while it is 6.68 for line responses. With only one or two exceptions, this group of subjects used numbers in the range from 2 or 3 to 10, the scale used in the Italian school system for assessment purposes. This result might have indicated an inability to make fine numerical estimates of acceptability, or it might merely be a case of defaulting to a familiar numerical scale in the absence of any suggestions to the contrary.
To discover which, we instructed subjects in study 2 not only to use appropriate numbers but also to avoid restricting their choices to the numbers from 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 log line length estimate to 10. Subjects now judged the acceptability of sentences consistently across modalities. Figure 6 meets the psychophysical predictions. Data points closely approximate (r = 0.99) a linear function with a slope (B = 0.93) close to the predicted slope of 1.00. The change gives every appearance of being a direct result of the change in instructions. The range of numerical estimates of acceptability increased very markedly between studies, much more so than the range of line-length judgments: the ratio of highest to lowest mean line length in study 2 was 9.9, 50% larger than the corresponding ratio in the earlier study (6.7), while the ratio for numerical responses (8.4) was more than double the ratio produced under the old instructions (3.7).
Subjects in the second study did not behave as if the instructions forced them to expand what they actually viewed as a severely restricted continuum. Had they been unable to discriminate more finely than the seven usable points of the academic scale allowed, study 2 should have been characterized by the signs of guessing: unsystematic use of numbers to reflect subjects' attempts to make impossible distinctions, poor agreement between numerical and line responses, and poor match in proportions across modalities. Figure 6 gives no such impression. Instead it displays orderly and consistent use of eightfold differences in judged acceptability.
DISCUSSION.
Under suitable instructions even quite naive subjects appear to give self-consistent magnitude estimates of physical dimensions and of linguistic acceptability. In fact, when warned against falling back on familiar assessment scales, subjects were more consistent in maintaining their judgments of relative acceptability of sentences ( B = 0.93) than they were at maintaining judgments of relative physical magnitude in well-trodden psychophysical domains ( B = 0.88). Whatever subjects do when magnitudeestimating linguistic acceptability, and however odd they find the whole process at first, they clearly have this ability in their psychological repertoire, just as they have the ability to give proportionate judgments of brightness or prestige. If any of these subjective characteristics of the world were only bi-valued, the kind of results we report here would be difficult to produce.
At the same time, the artifact in the numerical judgments of study 1 reminds us that the psychophysical tool must be applied carefully. Most of us have copious experience with scales that fail to reflect our full powers of discrimination in many areas, and we succumb to their limitations without complaint. An advantage of magnitude estimation is that it gives us the freedom to express as many distinctions as we can make. It would appear that we have to be explicitly released from our habits to use this freedom. In time, and particularly with subjects whose arithmetic skills are questionable, it may be wiser to use unfamiliar judgment modalities like line length, to avoid the artifacts of our individual relationships with numerical scales.
7.
RELIABILITY. For any single study to offer generalizable results, a method of accessing human judgments must be reliable not only within but across subjects. The validation studies just described demonstrate within-subject reliability. In this section, we test for consistent results between groups of subjects:
we compare the numerical estimates made by the subjects in our successful validation study, study 2, with those offered for the same sentence stimuli by the subjects in Sorace's original experiments (1992 Sorace's original experiments ( , 1993a .
Both groups of subjects were native speakers of Italian living in Scotland. Certain other details differed. In Sorace's study, the 36 subjects were, on average, longer term residents of the U.K. and slightly older than the present group of 32. In Sorace's study, sentences were presented individually by overhead projector, timing was controlled by the experimenter, and subjects were tested in small groups, using pencil and paper to record their responses. Numerical magnitude estimation was only one of the techniques they used. In the current studies, subjects worked individually at PCs, controlled the time they took to respond, and performed magnitude estimation in and on several modalities. Replication despite these differences will indicate that magnitude estimation results are stable over some degree of methodological variation.
To make the necessary comparison, we applied the appropriate statistical tools to answer two questions. First, we needed to know whether the different groups of subjects produced the same relative acceptability judgments for the same sentences. If they did, we would find a high positive correlation between the numerical magnitude estimates of acceptability by the two groups. Second, we needed to know whether the significant results of Sorace's study were replicated, that is whether magnitude estimation supports delicate discriminations or is just incidental but loud noise. Effects which are significant at the .05 level may, after all, occur by chance once in 20 tests on a population for which the effect is not generally true. If Sorace's results were adventitious events in an essentially random process of assigning numbers to impressions, then a replication of an original study might not produce the same results.
7.1. AGREEMENT AMONG ESTIMATES O F ACCEPTABILITY. In the test for agreement between studies, the present work was represented by the numerical magnitude estimates of acceptability from study 2.13 To make comparisons on maximally similar conditions, only first presentations from study 2 were used. Figure 7 plots the averaged logs of estimates from study 2 against those from Sorace 1992 sentence by sentence. The plot shows significantly close agreement: r = 0.89, t 4 h = 13.08, p < 0.001. The two groups of subjects gave very similar estimates of the relative acceptability of stimulus sentences. As the regression line on Fig. 7 illustrates ( B = 1.09) , however, and as we might have expected from the special instructions they were given, study 2 subjects used a somewhat wider range of numerical estimates.
REPLICATION OF SIGNIFICANT EFFECTS.
Although the relative locations of sentences on the acceptability scale appear to be constant across studies, it could still be the case that clear differences between the cells of Sorace's 1992 Sorace's , 1993 design might fail to reappear. As Table 2 shows, Sorace's study is actually l3 Study 1 was also compared with Sorace 1992. In general, agreement was even stronger than it was with study 2, perhaps because only study 2 included a warning against limiting the range of numerical estimates. composed of three experiments, each of which presents all possible combinations of all the levels of several variables. Only a few of the comparisons among cells or groups of cells were critical to Sorace's theory and these were the basis for a comparison between studies. Sorace's conclusions were supported by Analyses of Variance, which determine whether the differences among cell means outweigh background noise, the incidental differences among items in the same cell. The form of ANOVA Sorace used makes all the comparisons possible in an experimental design, even those that are not directly pertinent to the linguistic issues around which the experiment was designed.
For the subexperiments on unergative and unaccusative verbs, it was the interaction between the category of the sentence's main verb and the auxiliary used with the verb that provided the important effects on acceptability, since these interactions compared the acceptability of the preferred and the dispreferred auxiliaries with verbs of each kind from core to periphery. Because an overall observed preference for the correct auxiliary must be found before the change in auxiliary preference can be interpreted, the main effect of auxiliary is critical, too. For the restructuring verbs, it was the interaction of word order and form that should have an effect: in clitic climbing sentences, [ +restructur-ing] versions (with essere) should be preferred to [-restructuring] versions (with avere); in cleft sentences the reverse preferance should hold, while the other two word orders should allow either version. By examining these effects closely, we could determine how far study 2 and Sorace's study would give us different impressions of the effects of certain linguistic factors on acceptability.
To find out how far results differed between experiments, we first ran ANOVAs, by subjects and by materials, for each of the three subexperiments which included data from both Sorace's study and study 2. These analyses followed the original designs set out in Table 2 with an additional variable for experiment. Significant interactions with this variable indicated dependable differences between the outcomes of these studies. For each subexperiment we also ran separate ANOVAs with the designs in Table 2 . Whenever the crucial effects, or related effects, showed an interaction with experiment, the analyses for the individual studies could be consulted to determine the nature of the difference.14 In particular, it was important to determine whether any differences could be damaging to Sorace's conclusions, either because acceptability ordering reversed between studies or because the effect, though numerically present in both studies, was significant only in Sorace's.
The only important effect to produce a significant interaction with experiment was the auxiliary effect within unaccusative verbs (by materials, F = 4.89, df = 1, 30, p < 0.035; by subjects, F = 1.99, df = 1, 66, p > .lo). The difference fell in neither damaging category, however, for both Sorace's subjects and the present group strongly preferred essere (for Sorace 1992: F2 = 232.86, df = 1, 15,p < 0.0001; for study 2: Fz = 243.68, df = 1, 15, p < 0.0001). The only difference was that Sorace's subjects showed a stronger preference than the present group. This difference is typical of the two experiments: although none of the other critical results differed significantly, study 2 generally produced less marked contrasts than Sorace's study.
8.
CONCLUSIONS. The empirical work we have reported suggests that magnitude estimation can be a useful tool in the study of linguistic acceptability judgments. The technique is easy to use informally, but warrants the additional effort needed to mount full-scale experimental studies, for it delivers delicate and robust distinctions among linguistic categories. The cross-modal validation studies indicate that magnitude estimation can be applied to linguistic acceptability in much the same way as to typical psychosocial continua: its validity comes from intrasubject consistency, which was easily achieved with instructions that encourage subjects to make full use of the numerical scale in expressing their impressions. The reliability study demonstrates that the technique gives intersubject consistency as well, despite modifications of procedure.
We are unwilling to claim that magnitude estimation of linguistic acceptability is the philosopher's stone. Instead, we see it as a useful tool. Certainly this method should allow us to overcome the problems outlined in $1 of this paper.
l4 A more conventional treatment might have been to use post hoc tests on the combined data. but these tests are so stringent that, when used with the combined variance levels, they sometimes fail to reveal the significance of those effects whose replication was in question.
Measurement can now be as fine as subjects' capacities allow. With no preemptive limitation of the measurement scale, the tension between relative and absolute measurement is lost as subjects build a whole scale by means of relative judgments. Gradience of grammaticalityiacceptability can be captured empirically. Estimates of acceptability can be made consistent across large sets of examples without direct pairwise comparison, as the validation and calibration studies show. Estimates of differences in acceptability and of variation of acceptability judgment can not only be calculated straightforwardly but also produce statistically significant results, as the example from Sorace's work demonstrated. The lessons of psychophysics can profit us as they have profited social scientists for several decades.
Magnitude estimation per se will not do away with the artifacts that plague judgment techniques. In fact, much of the benefit of the technique should be felt in experimental research, where it can provide scope to deploy well-known design strategies against artifacts. For example, effects of context, in particular, of order of stimulus presentation, are as well known in psychophysics as in the study of linguistic acceptability. In magnitude estimation experiments, as in nonjudgment techniques, stimuli are presented in different orders to different subjects, or to the same subjects at different points in time. Because judgments can be affected by the modulus, a different modulus may be chosen for comparison on different trials. Averaged results sample all levels of the artifact in all critical conditions. If the result of interest is larger in scale than the variation induced by the artifact, results are still visible.
Again, magnitude estimation will not change the fact that different kinds of subjects may perform differently. It does, however, give us ways of comparing their performance, as Sorace did in the study reported in $5. Here the advantage is that the technique is readily applied without much apparatus and that results may be comparable across studies. In this case, as in others, magnitude estimation is a tool for exploring acceptability judgments as well as insuring against factors that affect them.
With these tools in place, subjects' capacities can more easily become an object of study. Since it is now easy to subtract one estimate of acceptability from another, we should be able to partition acceptability judgments to study their components. As we have seen, Sorace 1992 used difference between estimates for preferred and dispreferred auxiliary to show the effects of changing auxiliary while holding the rest of the sentence constant. Analogously, one might hold all of a judged sentence constant but vary its context, comparing presentation in isolation with presentation in a short text to determine how much judged acceptability differs in the two cases. Or one might track the difference between a preferred and a dispreferred form as the two are offered in different contexts. Similar manipulations for lexicalizations, social norms, frequent usages, and pragmatic plausibility are imaginable. Experiments of these general designs have certainly been performed. What the new measure of acceptability allows is a more powerful way of integrating the results. A flexible response measure and statistical techniques like linear regression should help us to discover the major factors contributing to acceptability judg-ments, and to elaborate theories explaining their operation (Robertson et al. 1993) .
All these advantages are garnered at considerable empirical cost. How do they relate to small and imperfect exercises in professional judgment by linguists? First, as we have shown, even simple informal exercises in magnitude estimation do yield judgments which are worth pursuing, because we have reason to believe that judges will be self-consistent and will perform like other judges. To take advantage of the technique on an informal basis will not be costly: judging a dozen critical sentences three times in different orders, with a different modulus each time, and then averaging the results should take less than 15 minutes. The effect should be to permit better and more consistent distinctions in conventional cases, and to suggest new data for study. For example, the reader is invited to consider why Linguist A did not maintain a constant effect for all ECP violations.
More important among new objects of consideration is the kind of perceptual ability which underlies the formulation of acceptability judgments. We can consider two possibilities here though the data currently do not decide between them. Acceptability might be composed of psychosocial categories. It would then amount to a binary distinction, analogous to U and non-U, with mid-range judgments indicating only error of measurement. Results with this flavor are predicted if the underlying engine of acceptability is a grammar which makes a binary classification between those strings which are within the language and those which are not. It is clear that linguists do not believe that theirjudgments of acceptability are binary: hence ?, ??, ?*, **, etc. We have offered their conventional explanation for this fact: other factors interact with purely grammatical intuitions, lowering some judgments and raising others, and giving rise to variable mid-range scores which are the product of interacting sensitivities.
Whether or not other factors participate in acceptability judgments, acceptability might entail quite a different kind of ability, one that underlyingly resembles certain typical continuous psychophysical scales, like apparent brightness or loudness. If so, acceptability judgments should resemble such psychophysical judgments in creating a scale that is genuinely continuous, most orderly in the middle of its range, and most variable at the upper end. The fact that our results show more variance at the lower end of their range may indicate only that subjects were really judging unacceptability. Had we asked them to give the big numbers to the bad examples, the resemblance between our results and the typical sensory measures would have been more striking.
These two models for the underlying ability, the psychosocial categories and the psychophysical continuum, make different predictions about the relative robustness of mid-range and extreme judgments. The present materials do not permit the necessary comparison, for they were not designed to cover the full range of acceptability values from the grotesque to the innocuous. With the right data, we should be able test this and other hypotheses about the sources of this important linguistic behavior. On the basis of the results reported in this paper, however, we do have a tool for discovering what kind of perceptions linguistic intuitions create.
